About this Talking Guide
Intellectual Property is something that every company has in one form or another.
How to ensure that this is not infringed upon, and that it is used to the best effect
is a conversation happening in Board rooms all the time.
This guide highlights the various types of IP, the ways you can approach protecting and monetising it, what costs and difficulties you may encounter and how to
handle them, and what to do with IP if your company is international.
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W P Thompson & Co was established in 1873
and deals with patents, trademarks, designs and
copyright and all other forms of Intellectual Property (IP). Since that date, long-standing relationships have been developed with firms throughout
the world which allow the firm to respond promptly
and effectively to clients’ IP enquiries and requirements irrespective of the subject matter and territory concerned. The firm’s practice has taken on
an increasingly international dimension which is
reflected in the increasing variety of routes available for securing rights such as patents and trade
mark registrations.

Knowledge Peers is an on, and off-line community for
thought leaders in the business and charity sectors.
Forward thinking leaders in business and charity come
together to share experience, get ahead of their game
and engage with one another. Knowledge Peers is about
facilitating thought leadership – by gathering experiences
from the people who make decisions at the top, we have
built a library of research, topical insights and video
based Case Studies. It provides a unique way for directors of small to medium businesses to help themselves.

Please Read
You will only be able to watch the videos in this
document using the free Adobe Reader, version
9 or above. If you have a Mac, please check the
software you are using as its default PDF viewer
(Preview) does not support video.
Click here to download Adobe Reader

Executive Summary
Whether you are a growing company with a new product,
trying to build a strong brand reputation or producing
content, owning Intellectual Property (IP) and knowing
how to generate revenue from it can be vital. Having IP
helps businesses in a variety of ways: from helping to attract investors or underpinning the value of the business,
to deterring competition in the market, and can even be a
saleable asset itself.
Whilst IP is often important for a new business it is, of
course, not the only commercial lever with which to
generate and protect a revenue stream. It is important
to have an IP strategy, but it should be part of an overall
strategy.

“Your IP strategy should not drive your busi-

ness strategy. In short, the IP tail should not be
wagging the business dog.”
Dr Julian Potter
Patent Attorney, W P Thompson & Co

Types of IP

1. There are many different types of intellectual property,
each one used to protect a product or a brand in a different way. Employing the appropriate types of protection
will help to avoid costly infringements by competitors on
one hand, and unmanageable costs on the other.
2. Before applying for a patent, it is important to think how
you will use it in order to generate revenue. There are
numerous ways to monetise patents, but this is difficult
without a coherent and well thought out IP strategy.
3. Before going to investors, buyers or retailers, you
should know your IP situation and be able to explain it.
They will will want to know about your IP, as unprotected
products or brands would expose them to financial risk.
4. Protecting a product or brand through IP is going to
cost time and money. Poor decisions and judgement
when deciding what aspects of your business to protect
and what forms of IP to use can be costly.
5. Protecting your IP overseas raises a number of issues.
Differences in laws and the additional costs mean it is
very important to take advice, and to have a strong business case for protecting your IP overseas.
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The Types of IP

belong to them.

There are different varieties of intellectual property, each
one serving its own purpose. Businesses must decide
which type of intellectual property they wish to apply for
depending on what they want to protect, although they often over lap and work together.
A patent protects technological innovation and is vital for
any business that wishes to protect new and innovative
technology used in its product. Dr Julian Potter, Patent Attorney at W P Thompson & Co, explains that before you
have a patent granted you must first write a patent application which describes your invention, define and then file
it at a patent office where it is examined to see if it is new
and inventive. Once approved, you will then have exclusivity on the technology for 20 years. Patent applications are
the most expensive and time consuming IP application.
The different types of
Intellectual Property

Ensuring you own
your copyright
Martine Burford
Co-founder
Ruby Red

Registered designs are used when you need to protect
the design or shape of your product rather than any technology. Antony Lau, the Managing Director of CycleHoop
ltd, used registered designs to protect his invention which
turns street furniture into secure bike parking. After seeking advice he decided registered designs were the best
option, as it was the shape of his product and what you
can do with it that needed protecting. Registered designs
are a relatively cheap and low cost form of IP protection
and you can file them yourself.

Dr Julian Potter
Patent Attorney
WP Thompson & Co

A trademark enables you to protect your trade name and
your brand image. When you think of some of the biggest
global brands, you begin to realise how powerful trademarking can be. Nadhim Zahawi, co-founder and ex-CEO
of YouGov, describes how important trademarking the
name YouGov was at the time when they did, as they
risked the possibility of being challenged by Youtube. Protecting the YouGov name in the very early stages enabled
Nadhim to expand the business further.
Protecting the name
‘YouGov’
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Nadhim Zahawi MP
Co-founder and exCEO, YouGov

Copyright is an interesting form of IP in that, as Dr Julian
Potter says “The moment you create your work, the moment you record your voice or write something on paper,
you create copyright. The actual creation of the copyright
does not involve any registration.”
As with trademarks, it is important to be clear that you have
copyright. Martine Burford, co-founder of Ruby Red, learnt
that you should always ensure you own the copyright on
everything. She discusses how you must ensure that the
copyright to any work done by outside agencies belongs
to you, because if you don’t the copyright will automatically

Using registered
designs to protect
your idea
Anthony Lau
Managing Director
Cyclehoop ltd

Monetising your IP

“Intellectual Property really has been the
making of me and my career.”
Mandy Haberman
Founder, Haberman Associates
Mark Sheahan, Inventor in Residence at the British Library, talks about how it is fundamental that he has a good
strong IP protection on all his products - be it trademark
or a patent etc. - in order to sell licenses globally. Without
IP he feels he wouldn’t have a business. After conducting some research, Mark discovered that the best route to
market was through licensing his technology for which he
needed well written patents.

Licensing patented
products
Mark Sheahan
Inventor in Residence
British Library
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they make a decision on IP abroad are the added costs
and the different legal frameworks.
Alden Zecha, CFO and Strategist at mobile software company Sproxil, explains why investors want to know which
countries your product is protected in. There is more value
in a product if the patent was issued in the US or EU rather
than Eastern Europe or India as these countries do not
have such strong IP laws.
How investors value
IP
Alden Zecha
Strategist
Sproxil

John Melotte adds to this, citing China as an example
where, although they are starting to show a Western approach to patent laws in terms of ownership, you still run
the risk of being ‘ripped off’ if you make your software available to Chinese developers. John also warns of potential
clashes of culture. He uses America as an example, where
people are more likely to infringe upon your idea and wait
for you to sue them, which obviously then requires time
and money to enforce.

Patent laws overseas
John Melotte
Director
Corum Group

Mark Sheahan in his own words has spent ‘a small fortune’
protecting his products abroad, and protected one of his
products in around 16 countries. He explains that when
deciding which countries to protect your IP in, you must
look at the market in each to see if your product or technology will be commercially viable or not. The value of a
product may be greater if the patent was issued in the US
or EU rather than Eastern Europe or India as these countries do not have such strong IP laws.
Protecting patents
abroad
Mark Sheahan
Inventor in Residence
British Library

More Talking Guides
If you would like to see more Talking Guides please visit www.knowledgepeers.com or click on the links below:

Keeping your business secure
“In the old days if we talked about security we talked about protecting our
perimeter... now we are talking about
protecting information.”

Getting the most out of your
advisers
“Stick with those advisers that have
delivered good results and that you
get on with. Make good advisers part
of your team”

Gaining and retaining donors
for the long term
“At the heart of any organisation
there has to be a commitment to
demonstrating impact.”

Restructuring executives’ pay
“Realigning pay can get very heated
... don’t just impose it on your executives”

